Instruction Manual
Husky Dolly
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Foreword
Congratulations on your decision to buy/rent the Panther Roller Plate.
Selected materials, much know-how and a clever concept : you will soon appreciate the
versatility of the Roller plate during your responsible work on location
Please read the following instructions carefully to ensure utmost safety and reliability of this
product.
And now, enjoy your work with the Roller plate
Sincerely

Panther Broadcast
(a Division of Panther GmbH)

Safety instructions
1. Please use the dolly only after you have read and understood the Manual. You must
follow the safety instructions at all times.
2. The dolly must only be used by qualified, experienced staff. Panther GmbH offer
training seminars , the participants will receive a thorough training and a certificate for
each workshop. Please contact Panther under +49 89-61390001 for details
3. The operating area of the dolly and its accessories must be kept clear. Please also
keep a distance of appr.0.5m to surrounding objects.
4. Please make sure that the dolly does not tilt over when you fix the accessories
or step on it.
5. Do not use the dolly on sloping ground/surface or in vehicles
6. Repairs should be effected only by the manufacturer or qualified staff.
Panther GmbH offers service training upon request. Please contact
+49 89 61390030 for further details/appointment
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Assembling instructions:
Remove the 2 Allan keys, that can be found inside the
hinges in the centre of the folded up Husky.

1.

2.

Position the steering shaft and
tighten the blue lever.

3.

The Husky can now be
flipped open.

Replace the 2 Allan keys
into their original position
inside the hinges.

Move the 2 rear wheels to
the outer position on the axle
and secure with the split
pins.
The steering shaft can be adjusted to the required position:
1. Lift the blue knob and turn by 90 to release the steering
unit.
2. Open the blue lever , tilt the shaft into the desired
position and tighten the lever again.
3. Adjust the length/height of the shaft : loosen the screw,
place shaft into the required position and tighten the
screw.
All required parts like track wheels, Bazooka etc will be fitted either on top or underneath the
dolly base, by using the Allan keys.
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Husky on tracks
The Husky can be used on tracks with a gauge of 62 cm/2´1´´ (length-wise).
The pneumatic tires must be removed.
Alternatively the Husky can be used on tracks with a gauge of 56cm/22´´ (width-wise) without
removing the tires.
There is only a limited possibility to use the Husky on curved track with a diameter of 3m
or less. This is depending on the weight/load of the Husky. The more weight, the better. If the
load is too light, there is a danger of de-railing.
56cm Spur

62cm Spur

The Husky dolly can be used with all standard tracks, e.g. Precision Vario Track
If the track wheels are not needed they can
be kept underneath the platform.
Just attach them to the holders , using the
Allan key.

Payload:
The Husky Dolly can be used with following max. payloads:
Pneumatic tire: 250 kg/550lbs Studio wheel: 250 kg/550 lbs

Track wheel: 250 kg/550 lbs

Payload Bazooka (138733): 65 kg/143 lbs
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Husky: The transport cart:
The unique design of the Husky allows you to
use the additional platforms also as a
transport solution.

It is also possible (due
to the lightweight
construction) to carry
the Husky, folded up.
Simply use the hinge
bolt as a holder!

Simply place one platform (side) vertically
into the slots normally used for the seat
extensions. Use the remaining platforms
as support (see foto), thereby avoiding
any contact of the tires with ,e.g., a case.
If necessary, secure the case/object with a
strap.
Support the weight of the cases with
your foot when tilting the dolly in
order to support the clip brake of the
steering rod.
The steerage rod of the dolly
is pushed down withyour foot.

Husky in combination with the Pixy crane
The use of pneumatic tires in combination with the Pixy crane is only permitted with Pixy
Version 1. It is strictly forbidden to use pneumatic tires with other Pixy versions. The
pneumatic tires might yield and cause the crane to fall over.
The Husky dolly can be used with the following Pixy crane versions:
Pixy Version 1 on Bazooka (138733)
Pixy Version 1-5 on turnstile (100374) with 50cm
Bazooka (107029) and Adapter for Euromount
(139313)

Please see the Pixy crane Instruction Manual for more information.
Please consult the Husky Dolly Configurator for more options.
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Husky Crane Axles Kit
- more rigidity for Husky dolly if combined with
Pixy crane.
- better maneuverability due to shorter
wheelbase.
- more safety due to screwed tripod spyder.

Ready for action: Husky dolly
with crane axles kit.

B
C

A

1. Put two crane axles into the frame of Husky dolly
(A) one on each side.
2. Put tripod spyder (one on each side) on top of dolly
plattform and screw them thight. Screw first on
position B (from underside) and second on position C
from top. Turn crane axle if necessary to have the
thread on right position (A/C).
3. Mount studio wheel from rear axle to crane axle.
Note: You can also mount the track wheel instead of
crane axle.

4. Put third tripod spyder on top of dolly plattform
(front side) and screw thight.
Screw first on position D (from underside). Put
connecting pin into the hole from underside and
screw on position E from top.
Hold connecting pin from underside if necessary
while thighting the screw.
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5.
Put tripod on top of dolly/tripod spyder
and secure it with the straps.
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Husky Dolly Configurator:
code

Description

Beschreibung

138576
138609
138696
138605
139639

Husky Dolly
Platform rear
Platform left
Platform right
Push bar

Husky Dolly
Plattform hinten
Plattform links
Plattform rechts
Schiebestange

138579
139645
138590
129319

Twin wheel (2pcs.= 1set)
Studio wheel (4pcs.= 1set)
Track wheel (4pcs.= 1set)
Track wheel 4x2, soft (4pcs. = 1Set)

Zwillingsrad (2St.= 1Satz)
Studiorad (4St.= 1Satz)
Schienenrad (4St.= 1Satz)
Schienenrad 4x2, weich (4 St. = 1Satz)

138707
138847
138731

Track 1,5 m/5ft. (2pcs.= 1set)
Track curve outside
Track curve inside

Schiene 1,5 m (2St. = 1 Satz)
Schienenkurve außen
Schienenkurve innen

138733
107375
107406
100383
107374
108515
100374
100448
100447

Bazooka
Bracket
Long offset bracket
Bowl 100 mm
Bowl 150 mm
Banana adapter (2pcs.= 1set)
Turnstile attachment
Center off
Euro adapter mount

Bazooka
Träger
Langer Seitenträger
Schale 100 mm
Schale 150 mm
Bananenadapter (2St.= 1Satz)
Drehkreuz
Zentrumversetzer
Euro Adapter Mount

122149
139847
139848
139849
100395

eccentric seat, heat insulated
Seat tube 10 cm/4´´
Seat tube 20 cm/8´´
Seat tube 30 cm/12´´
Connecting pin

Wärmeisolierter Exzentersitz (für Dolly)
Sitzstange 10 cm
Sitzstange 20 cm
Sitzstange 30 cm
Verbindungsbolzen

105658
105659
105660
105661
105662
105663

Seat Extension vertical 10 cm/4“
Seat Extension vertical 20 cm/8“
Seat Extension vertical 30 cm/12“
Seat Extension combined 10 cm/4“
Seat Extension combined 20 cm/8“
Seat Extension combined 30 cm/12“

Sitzarm senkrecht 10 cm
Sitzarm senkrecht 20 cm
Sitzarm senkrecht 30 cm
Sitzarm kombiniert 10 cm
Sitzarm kombiniert 20 cm
Sitzarm kombiniert 30 cm

Further accessories upon recquest

Weiteres Zubehör auf Anfrage
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